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Seekh Kebab Machine
Machine Key Features
Make Sheesh, Kofta, Seekh, Kabedeh, Shami Kebabs, Burgers, Sausages,
Meat Balls, Mince Meat
Also can be used for extrution for various foods, availble with phenumatic
wire cutter
Fully Stainless Steel, hopper & Augers
Very Easy To Clean
Simple to Operate
Table Top Design

Full Description
The new Mushtaq’s Seekh Kebab machine Extruder features the traditional
proven values of durability, reliability and quality, joining them with the latest
in extrude forming technology, for a machine with superior performance in all
aspects of the meat extruding process.
This advancement in Mushtaq’s technology allows for a smoother, gentler,
handling of every type of meat product, and exceptional control. It has proven
to be the leading machine within the ethnic food industry.
Its adaptability to accept numerous attachments which enable the production of not just Sheesh Kebabs but the
extruder has been developed to accommodate the needs of low and high volume producers of ,frozen foods, snack
foods and ready meal products such as, Burgers, Sausages, Minced Meats, Extruded profile shapes in measured
lengths & Meat Balls. The machines guarantees accurate forming of a wide variety of mixtures from Minced Lamb,
Chicken, Veg & Fish.
This machine has been exported throughout the world with great success. It is being used by Leading food
manufacturers producing for a variety of major Hypermarket business for volume branded products, restaurants and
fast food outlets.

Technical Specifications
Model

MFM9500

Length
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Power

230V

Width

490mm

Phase

Single Phase

Height

700mm

Amps

13

Capacity

Hopper 15Kg

Weight

55Kg

Speed

Fixed
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